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A SYSTEMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF FINITE ELEMENT
COMMUTING EXACT SEQUENCES
BERNARDO COCKBURN ∗ AND GUOSHENG FU †
Abstract. We present a systematic construction of finite element exact sequences with a com-
muting diagram for the de Rham complex in one-, two- and three-space dimensions. We apply the
construction in two-space dimensions to rediscover two families of exact sequences for triangles and
three for squares, and to uncover one new family of exact sequence for squares and two new families of
exact sequences for general polygonal elements. We apply the construction in three-space dimensions
to rediscover two families of exact sequences for tetrahedra, three for cubes, and one for prisms; and
to uncover four new families of exact sequences for pyramids, three for prisms, and one for cubes.
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1. Introduction. We give a systematic construction of finite element exact se-
quences with a commuting diagram property for the de Rham complex in one-, two-
and three-dimensional domains. The construction of these commuting exact sequences
for the three-dimensional case relies on the construction of commuting exact sequences
for the two dimensional case, which in turn relies on the construction of commuting
exact sequences in one-space dimension. For each dimension, the construction is car-
ried out on a single element K in such way that proper continuity properties hold
which guarantee that the commutativity of the diagram holds when K is replaced by
the triangulation of the domain Ω, Ωh := {K}. In two dimensions, the elements K
can be polygons of arbitrary shape, and in three-dimensions, polyhedra of arbitrary
shape.
Roughly speaking, by a commuting exact sequence on a polyhedral domain Ω in
R
3, we mean that, the mappings in the diagram
C∞(Ω)
∇
−→ C∞(Ω)
∇×
−→ C∞(Ω)
∇·
−→ C∞(Ω)
↓ ΠH ↓ ΠE ↓ ΠV ↓ ΠW
H(Ωh)
∇
−→ E(Ωh)
∇×
−→ V (Ωh)
∇·
−→ W (Ωh)
commute in the sense that
∇ΠHu = ΠE ∇u ∀u ∈ C
∞(Ω),
∇×ΠEu = ΠV ∇× u ∀u ∈ C
∞(Ω),
∇·ΠV u = ΠW ∇·u ∀u ∈ C
∞(Ω).
The importance of commuting exact sequences, for the devising of stable finite element
methods, has been amply discussed in [3, 4] and the references therein.
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Most of the previous work on the construction of commuting exact sequences (in
three-space dimensions) focuses on the explicit construction of shape functions on one
of four particular reference polyhedra, namely, the reference tetrahedron, hexahedron
(cube), prism, and pyramid. See [20, 21] for sequences on the reference tetrahedron
and reference hexahedron, [2, 15] on the reference hexahedron, [25] on the reference
prism, and [22, 23] on the reference pyramid. All of these spaces in these sequences
are spanned by polynomial shape functions, except those in [22, 23] which also contain
rational shape functions.
Currently, there are two ways of constructing commuting exact sequences on
general polyhedral meshes. The first is provided by the Virtual Element Methods
(VEM); see the 2013 paper [5] and the 2015 paper [6]. These methods define the
basis functions of their local spaces on each polyhedral element in terms of solutions
to certain partial differential equations.The explicit form of these basis functions,
usually not computable, is not needed by the methods, but a set of unisolvent degrees
of freedom which can be used to exactly compute integrals related to the polynomial
parts of the basis functions needs be constructed. In our construction, we avoid basis
functions defined as solutions to certain partial differential equations.
The second way is provided by the so-called Finite Element System (FES) de-
veloped in 2011 in [10, Section 5]; see also the recent papers [11, 9]. Therein, the
notion of a compatible FES was introduced, see [10, Definition 5.12], which was then
proven to be equivalent to the existence of a commuting diagram, see [10, Proposition
5.44]. The construction of a FES with a commuting diagram was thus reduced to the
construction of a compatible FES. In [10, Example 5.29], the authors obtained com-
patible FESs on a general (n-dimensional) polytope mesh via element agglomeration
from (available) compatible FESs defined on a refined (simplicial) mesh. However, the
resulting compatible FES on the polytope mesh is not particularly interesting since
it either provides identical spaces on the refined (simplicial) mesh or requires finding
a subsystem of locally harmonic forms which seems to be a very hard task.
Furthermore, in [9, Corollary 3.2], a criterion for finding a compatible FES, con-
taining certain prescribed functions, with the smallest possible dimension was pre-
sented given thus rise to the concept of a minimal compatible FES (mcFES). The
minimality was proven for three finite element systems, namely, the trimmed polyno-
mial differential forms [3] on a simplicial mesh (in three-dimensions this is the exact
sequence due to Nede´le´c [20]), the serendipity elements [2] on a cubic mesh, and the
TNT elements [15] on a cubic mesh; these seem to be the only mcFESs available in
the literature. Although a simple dimension count equation in [9, Corollary 3.2] can
be used to check whether a compatible FES is minimal or not, a practical construction
of an mcFES was not provided in [9].
Our work can be naturally considered as a practical way to construct an mcFES
in one-, two- and three-space dimensions. We develop a systematic construction
of commuting exact sequences on a general polytope in one-, two- and three-space
dimensions, and then (in three-space dimensions) apply the construction to each of
the above-mentioned four reference polyhedra to discover and rediscover concrete
examples of commuting exact sequences. In particular, we show that all the results in
[20, 21, 2, 15, 25] on a tetrahedron, cube, and prism fit nicely within our construction.
Moreover, a significant dimension reduction is obtained on the pyramidal commuting
exact sequence in comparison with the exact sequence proposed in [22, 23]. For a
general polyhedron, our construction of of high-order commuting exact sequences is
significantly more difficult than that of the cases already mentioned. It will be carried
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out elsewhere.
Let us now roughly describe the main steps of the systematic construction in
three-dimensions. We proceed as follows. First, we pickK to be a specific polyhedron.
Then, we take the set of commuting exact sequences on the faces of K,
S2(∂K) := {S2(f) : f ∈ F(K)}.
Each of the commuting exact sequences
S2(f) : H2(f)
∇
−→ E2(f)
∇×
−→ W2(f),
was previously obtained by applying the systematic construction in the two dimen-
sional case. Moreover, we require a compatibility condition on the edges, namely,
that, if the faces f1 and f2 share the edge e, the trace on the edge e of H2(f1) must
coincide with that of H2(f2), and that the tangential trace on the edge e of E2(f1)
must coincide with that of E2(f2). Next, we consider a candidate for the commuting
exact sequence we are seeking of the form
Sg3 (K) : H
g
3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→ W g3 (K),
We require Sg3 (K) to be exact; to have, for each face f of K, the traces of H
g
3 (K) on
the face f in the space H2(f), the traces of E
g
3 (K) on the face f in the space E2(f),
and the traces of V g3 (K) on the face f in the space W2(f); and to have the constant
functions in the space W g3 (K).
Finally, we characterize the spaces δH3(K) and δE3(K) as the spaces with small-
est dimension such that
Hg3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→ W g3 (K)
⊕δH3(K) ⊕∇ δH3(K) ⊕∇× δE3(K)
⊕δE3(K)
is a commuting exact sequence for which, for each face f of K, the traces of Hg3 (K)⊕
δH3(K) on the face f constitute the space H2(f), the tangential traces of E
g
3 (K) ⊕
∇ δH3(K) ⊕ δE(K) on the face f constitute the space E2(f), and the normal traces
of V g3 (K)⊕∇× δE3(K) on the face f constitute the space W2(f).
This completes the rough description of the systematic construction. Note that
the spaces δH3(K) and δE3(K) are not necessarily unique even though they do have
their dimension is uniquely determined. Note also that the construction of the space
δE3(K), which is the most difficult part of the general construction, is essentially
a particular case of the construction of M -decompositions for mixed methods, see
[14, 12, 13]. Thus, the present construction can be considered to be an extension of
the M -decomposition approach to the setting of exact sequences for the de Rham
complex.
Let us now comment on the actual commuting exact sequences we obtain here.
We apply the systematic construction to explicitly obtain fourteen families of com-
muting exact sequences: on the reference tetrahedron (2 sequences), reference cube
(4 sequences), reference prism (4 sequences), and reference pyramid (4 sequences). In
Table 1.1, we indicate if these are known or new commuting exact sequences. Let
us note that, on a reference prism, there is an additional family of commuting exact
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Table 1.1
Commuting exact sequences obtained as the application of the systematic construction. The
index k is associated to a polynomial degree. The symbol X indicates that the sequence is new.
Sequences in the same row are such that the spaces of traces are the same on faces of the same
shape.
sequence
S1,k [21] [2] X X
S2,k [20] X X X
S3,k - [15] X X
S4,k - [20] [18] X
sequence, namely, the one proposed in [25]; it uses the H(div) and L2 spaces obtained
in [8]. The sequence introduced in [18] is a slight modification of this one. On a
reference pyramid, there are two additional family of exact sequences in [22, 23]. Our
spaces are significantly smaller.
Our fourteen commuting exact sequences can be gathered into four groups of
sequences each of which is displayed in a row in Table 1.1. These four group of
sequences are such that the H1-, H(curl)-, and H(div)- trace spaces on similar faces
are the same. As a consequence, each of the four groups of sequences can be patched
into in a hybrid polyhedral mesh Ωh = {K} where the elements K are suitably defined
by affine mappings of the four reference polyhedral elements. This way of regrouping
the sequences is motivated by the work proposed in [18], where one group of sequences
that can be used on a hybrid mesh (with a more complicated pyramidal sequence from
[22]) was recently carefully studied to construct “orientation embedded high-order
shape functions”.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our main
results on the systematic construction of commuting exact sequences in one-, two-
and three-space dimensions. Then in Section 3, we apply the systematic construction
to explicitly obtain commuting exact sequences on the reference interval in one-space
dimension; on the reference triangle, reference square, and on a general polygon in
two-space dimensions; and on the above-mentioned four reference polyhedra in three-
space dimensions. Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of the Section 5 is devoted to
the proofs results in Section 3. We end in Section 6 with some concluding remarks.
2. A systematic construction of commuting exact sequences. In this sec-
tion, we introduce the notation used throughout the paper. We then define the con-
cept of a compatible exact sequence in one-, two- and three-space dimensions, which,
in differential form language, is nothing but the compatible FES introduced in [10,
Definition 5.12]. Let us recall that, the theory of FESs introduced in [10, Proposi-
tion 5.44], establishes the equivalence of a compatible exact sequence and a sequence
admitting a commuting diagram. As a consequence, the construction of a sequence
admitting a commuting diagram is reduced to the construction of a compatible exact
sequence. We use this powerful result and devote ourselves to developing a systematic
construction of compatible exact sequences in one-, two- and three-space dimensions.
In Section 3, this approach is applied to obtain many compatible exact sequences
with explicitly-defined shape functions for elements of various shapes.
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2.1. Notation. Here we introduce the notation we use for the rest of the paper.
Geometry. We denote by K ⊂ Rd, a segment if d = 1, a polygon if d = 2, and a
polyhedron if d = 3. We denote its boundary by ∂K, the set of its vertices by V(K),
the set of its edges (for d = 1, 2) by E(K), and the set of its faces (for d = 3) by F(K).
Trace operators. For a scalar-valued function v on K with sufficient regularity,
we denote by trvHv := v|v the trace of v on a vertex v ∈ V(K), by tr
e
Hv := v|e the
trace of v on an edge e ∈ E(K), by trfHv := v|f the trace of v on a face f ∈ F(K), and
by trHv := v|∂K the trace of v on the whole boundary ∂K.
If d ≥ 2, for a d−dimensional vector-valued function v with sufficient regularity,
we denote by treEv := (v · te)|e, where te is the unit vector in the direction of the edge e,
the tangential trace of v on an edge e ∈ E(K). We denote by trfEv := (nf × (v × nf))|f ,
where nf is the unit outward normal to the face f, the tangential trace of v on a face
f ∈ F(K). Finally, we denote by trEv :=
{
(v · t∂K)|∂K if d = 2,
(n∂K × (v × n∂K))|∂K if d = 3,
the
tangential trace of v on the whole boundary ∂K. Here, t∂K on the edge e is nothing
but te. Similarly, n∂K on the face f is nothing but nf .
Finally, if d = 3, for a d−dimensional vector-valued function v with sufficient
regularity, we denote by trfV v := (v · nf)|f the normal trace of v on a face f ∈ F(K),
and by trV v := (v · n∂K)|∂K the normal trace of v on the whole boundary ∂K.
Differential operators. If d = 1, we denote by x1 the coordinate of a point
on K, if d = 2, we denote by (x1, x2) the coordinate of a point on K, and if d = 3,
we denote by (x1, x2, x3) the coordinate of a point on K. We define the gradient
operator ∇, curl operator ∇× (for d ≥ 2), and divergence operator ∇· (for d = 3) on
the element K as follows.
For a scalar function v on K with sufficient regularity, we set
∇ v :=

∂x1v if d = 1,
(∂x1v, ∂x2v)
t if d = 2,
(∂x1v, ∂x2v, ∂x3v)
t if d = 3.
For a d-dimensional vector function v on K with sufficient regularity (d ≥ 2), we
set
∇× v :=

−∂x2v1 + ∂x1v2 if d = 2, −∂x3v2 + ∂x2v3−∂x1v3 + ∂x3v1
−∂x2v1 + ∂x1v2
 if d = 3,
where v = (v1, v2)
t if d = 2 and v = (v1, v2, v3)
t if d = 3.
For a 3-dimensional vector function v = (v1, v2, v3)
t on K with sufficient regular-
ity, we set
∇· v := ∂x1v1 + ∂x2v2 + ∂x3v3.
Sequences and bubble spaces. Here we give the definitions of an exact se-
quence and its sequence of traces. To emphasize that functions in a given finite
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dimensional space are defined on a domain of Rd, we use the subscript d.
Definition 2.1 (exact sequences). The sequences
0 −→R
i
−→ H3(K)
∇
−→ E3(K)
∇×
−→ V3(K)
∇·
−→W3(K)
o
−→ 0 for K ⊂ R3,
0 −→R
i
−→ H2(K)
∇
−→ E2(K)
∇×
−→W2(K)
o
−→ 0 for K ⊂ R2,
0 −→R
i
−→ H1(K)
∇
−→W1(K)
o
−→ 0 for K ⊂ R1,
are said to be exact if
for K ⊂ R3 for K ⊂ R2 for K ⊂ R1
i(R) = Ker∇H3(K) i(R) = Ker∇H2(K) i(R) = Ker∇H1(K)
∇H3(K) = Ker∇×E3(K) ∇H2(K) = Ker∇×E2(K) ∇H1(K) = KeroW1(K)
∇×E3(K) = Ker∇·E3(K) ∇×E2(K) = KeroW2(K)
∇·V3(K) = KeroW3(K)
Definition 2.2 (sequence of traces). Let K ⊂ R3 be a polyhedron. For any
sequence
S(K) : 0 −→ R
i
−→ H3(K)
∇
−→ E3(K)
∇×
−→ V3(K)
∇·
−→W3(K)
o
−→ 0,
and, for any face f ∈ F(K), we define its sequence of traces on f as
trf (S(K)) : 0 −→ R
i
−→ trfH(H3(K))
∇
−→ trfE(E3(K))
∇×
−→ trfV (V3(K))
o
−→ 0,
and, for any edge e ∈ E(K), we define its sequence of traces on e by
tre (S(K)) : 0 −→ R
i
−→ treH(H3(K))
∇
−→ treE(E3(K))
o
−→ 0,
Sequence of traces on an edge for a two-dimensional sequence is defined in the same
way.
Definition 2.3 (Bubble spaces). Let K ⊂ R3 be a polyhedron. For any sequence
S(K) : R
i
−→ H3(K)
∇
−→ E3(K)
∇×
−→ V3(K)
∇·
−→W3(K)
o
−→ 0,
we define the related H1-, H(curl)-, H(div)-, and L2-bubble spaces as
◦
H3(K) := {v ∈ H3(K) : trHv = 0},
◦
E3(K) := {v ∈ E3(K) : trEv = 0},
◦
V3(K) := {v ∈ V3(K) : trV v = 0},
◦
W3(K) := {v ∈W3(K) :
∫
K
v = 0},
respectively.
Similar, obvious definitions for bubble spaces hold for the two- and one-dimensional
cases.
From now on, we remove the first two and last terms in the definition of the exact
sequence to simplify the notation. For example, we simply write H1(Ω)
∇
−→ W1(Ω),
instead of writing 0 −→ R
i
−→ H1(Ω)
∇
−→W1(Ω)
o
−→ 0.
Finally, let us emphasize that all the spaces in the sequences considered below
will have finite dimension.
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Polynomial spaces. We denote the polynomial space of degree at most p with
argument (x, y, z) ∈ R3 by
Pp(x, y, z) := span{x
iyjzk : i, j, k ≥ 0, i+ j + k ≤ p},
and we denote the homogeneous polynomial space of total degree p by
P˜p(x, y, z) := span{x
iyjzk : i, j, k ≥ 0, i+ j + k = p}.
We denote the tensor-product polynomial space of degree at most p by
Qp(x, y, z) := Pp(x)⊗ Pp(y)⊗ Pp(z) = span{x
iyjzk : 0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ p}
We also denote the polynomial space of degree at most p in the (x, y) variable and of
degree at most p in the z variable by
Pp|p(x, y, z) := Pp(x, y)⊗ Pp(z).
Similar definitions hold in the two- and one-dimensional cases.
Given an element K ⊂ Rd, we denote Pp(K) to be the space of polynomials with
degree at most p defined on K. Similarly for P˜p(K), Qp(K), Pp|p(K). We denote by
Pp(K), respectively, P˜p(K), Qp(K), and Pp|p(K), the vector-valued functions whose
components lie in Pp(K), respectively, P˜p(K), Qp(K), and Pp|p(K).
Whenever there is no possible confusion, we write Pp instead of Pp(K).
2.2. Compatible exact sequences. Here we introduce the concept of compat-
ible exact sequences in one-, two- and three-space dimensions, which is just a reformu-
lation, in our notation, of the compatible FES in differential form language introduced
in [10, Definition 5.12].
The main result of a compatible FES in [10, Proposition 5.44], see also [11, Propo-
sition 2.8], provides the equivalence of a compatible FES with a FES admitting a com-
muting diagram. This powerful result reduces the search for a commuting diagram to
that of a compatible FES (or compatible exact sequence in our notation). In it, the
harmonic interpolator, a generalization of the projection-based interpolation operator
proposed in [16, 17], was used to obtain the commuting diagram; we reformulate these
harmonic interpolators in one-, two- and three-space dimensions using our notation
in the Appendix A.
For a comprehensive theory of FESs, we refer to [10, Section 5] and [11]. See also
[9] where the concept of a minimal compatible FES was introduced.
Definition 2.4 (One-dimensional compatible exact sequence). Let K be a seg-
ment. Consider the finite dimensional exact sequence
S1(K) : H1(K)
∇
−→W1(K).
We say that the sequence S1(K) is a compatible exact sequence if
(i) dim trHH1(K) =
∑
v∈V(K)
1 = 2.
Definition 2.5 (Two-dimensional compatible exact sequence). Let K be a poly-
gon. Consider the finite dimensional exact sequence
S2(K) : H2(K)
∇
−→ E2(K)
∇×
−→ W2(K),
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and, for every edge e ∈ E(K), its sequence of traces
tre(S2(K)) : H1(e)
∇
−→W1(e),
where H1(e) := tr
e
HH2(K) and W1(e) := tr
e
EE2(K). We say that the sequence S2(K)
is a compatible exact sequence if
(i) For each edge e ∈ E(K), the sequence tre(S2(K)) is a (one-dimensional)
compatible exact sequence,
(ii)

dim trH(H2(K)) =
∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
dim
◦
H1(e),
dim trE(E2(K)) =
∑
e∈E(K)
dimW1(e),
Definition 2.6 (Three-dimensional compatible exact sequence). Let K be a
polyhedron. Consider the exact sequence
S3(K) : H3(K)
∇
−→ E3(K)
∇×
−→ V3(K)
∇·
−→W3(K)
and its sequences of traces for all faces f ∈ F(K)
trf(S3(K)) : H2(f)
∇
−→ E2(f)
∇×
−→W2(f)
and all edges e ∈ E(K)
tre(S3(K)) : H1(e)
∇
−→W1(e),
where H2(f) × E2(f) ×W2(f) := tr
f
HH3(K) × tr
f
EE3(K) × tr
f
V V3(K), and H1(e) ×
W1(e) := tr
e
HH3(K)× tr
e
EE3(K).
We say that the sequence S3(K) is a compatible exact sequence if
(i) For each face f, the sequence trf(S3(K)) is a (two-dimensional) compatible
exact sequence.
(ii)

dim trHH3(K) =
∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
dim
◦
H1(e) +
∑
f∈F(K)
dim
◦
H2(f),
dim trEE3(K) =
∑
e∈E(K)
W1(e) +
∑
f∈F(K)
dim
◦
E2(f),
dim trV V3(K) =
∑
f∈F(K)
dimW2(f).
The following result on the equivalence of compatible exact sequence and com-
patible FES is trivial to verify by definition; we omit its proof.
Proposition 2.7. Let K ∈ Rd (d = 1, 2, 3) be a d-dimensional polytope. Then,
with a change of scalar/vector fields to differential forms, a compatible exact sequence
on K defined above is the corresponding compatible FES on ⊳(K), the set that contains
the element K and its vertices, edges (if d ≥ 2), and faces (if d = 3).
The following result is a direct consequence of [11, Proposition 2.8].
Proposition 2.8. Let K ∈ Rd (d = 1, 2, 3) be a d-dimensional polytope. The
following statements are equivalent:
• S(K) is a compatible exact sequence on K.
• S(K) admits a commuting diagram.
Note that, in the proof of [11, Proposition 2.8], the so-called harmonic interpolator
is used to obtain the commuting diagram. We give a reformulation of this concept in
our notation in the Appendix A.
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2.3. The construction of compatible exact sequences. Here, we give our
main results on the systematic construction of compatible exact sequences. Again,
for each space dimension, we have a specific construction. The corresponding proofs
are given in Section 4. The resulting compatible exact sequences are all minimal
sequences containing a prescribed exact sequence in the sense of [9, Corollary 3.2].
The one-dimensional case. In one space dimension, the construction of com-
patible exact sequences is fairly simple.
Theorem 2.9. Let K be a segment. Let any given exact sequence
Sg1 (K) : H
g
1 (K)
∇
−→W g1 (K)
be such that
P0(K) ⊂W
g
1 (K).
Then, it is compatible.
The two-dimensional case. In two-space dimensions, the systematic construc-
tion of compatible exact sequence is more involved than in the one-dimensional case,
not only because of the geometry but also because we seek a compatible exact sequence
with certain given traces on each of the edges of the element. Those traces are com-
patible exact sequences (we found while dealing with the one-dimensional case) which
we gather in the set S1(∂K). The sequence with which we begin the construction
must then be what we call S1(∂K)-admissible. We define this term next.
Definition 2.10 (S1(∂K)-admissible exact sequence). Let
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : H1(e)
∇
−→ W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K)},
be any set of one-dimensional exact sequences. Then, we say that a given two-
dimensional exact sequence
Hg2 (K)
∇
−→ Eg2 (K)
∇×
−→W g2 (K)
is S1(∂K)-admissible if
(i) treH (H
g
2 (K))× tr
e
E (E
g
2 (K)) ⊂ H1(e)×W1(e) ∀ e ∈ E(K),
(ii) P0(K) ⊂W
g
2 (K).
The next theorem is the main result of the two-dimensional case. It shows how
to construct a compatible exact sequence by suitably enriching a given S1(∂K)-
admissible exact sequence. The compatible exact sequence we seek is such that its
traces on the edges coincide with the exact sequences of the set S1(∂K).
Theorem 2.11. Let K be a polygon, let
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : H1(e)
∇
−→ W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K)},
be a set of compatible exact sequences, and let
Hg2 (K)
∇
−→ Eg2 (K)
∇×
−→W g2 (K)
be a given S1(∂K)-admissible exact sequence. Let the space δH
g
2 (K) ⊂ H
1(K) satisfy
the following properties:
(i) treHδH
g
2 (K) ⊂ H1(e) for all edges e ∈ E(K).
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(ii) δHg2 (K) ∩H
g
2 (K) = {0}.
(iii) {v ∈ Hg2 (K)⊕ δH
g
2 (K) : trHv = 0} =
◦
Hg2 (K).
(iv) dim δHg2 (K) =
∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
dim
◦
H1(e) + dim
◦
Hg2 (K)− dimH
g
2 (K).
Then, the following sequence
S2(K) : H
g
2 (K)⊕ δH
g
2 (K)
∇
−→ Eg2 (K)⊕∇ δH
g
2 (K)
∇×
−→ W g2 (K)
is a compatible exact sequence. Moreover, it is also a minimal compatible exact se-
quence containing the exact sequence
Hg2 (K)
∇
−→ Eg2 (K)
∇×
−→W g2 (K).
Let us relate this result with the theory of M -decompositions developed in [14].
Such theory has to do with the right-most part of the commuting diagram. Since the
operator ∇× was replaced by the divergence operator ∇· and since
∇× (v1, v2) = −∂x2v1 + ∂x1v2 = ∇ · (v2,−v1) = ∇ · (v1, v2)
rot,
we have that ∇×E2(K) = ∇·E
rot
2 (K), with the obvious notation. In [14, Proposition
5.1] is was shown that (Eg2 (K)⊕∇ δH
g
2 (K))
rot
×W g2 (K) is the smallest space con-
taining (Eg2 (K))
rot
×W g2 (K) which admits an M(∂K)-decomposition with the trace
space
M(∂K) := {µ ∈ L2(∂K) : µ|e ∈ W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K)}.
This result implies that the right-most part of the diagram commutes.
The three-dimensional case. Now, we present our most involved result in
three-space dimensions. As we did in the two-dimensional case, we have to provide a
set of compatible exact sequences on the faces of the element K, S2(∂K); they were
previously obtained when dealing with the two-dimensional case. Then, we have to
start from certain exact sequences we call S2(∂K)-admissible.
Definition 2.12 (S2(∂K)-admissible exact sequence). Let
S2(∂K) := {S2(f) : H2(f)
∇
−→ E2(f)
∇×
−→W2(f), f ∈ F(K)}
be any set of two-dimensional exact sequences. We say that a given three-dimensional
exact sequence
Hg3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→W g3 (K)
is S2(∂K)-admissible if
(i) trfHH3(K)× tr
f
EE
g
3 (K)× tr
f
V V
g
3 (K) ⊂ H2(f)× E2(f) ×W2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K),
(ii) P0(K) ⊂W
g
3 (K).
The following theorem is our main result. It shows how to enrich an S2(∂K)-
admissible exact sequence to get a commuting exact sequence. Note also that the
traces on the faces of the sequence we seek must coincide with the sequence of traces
in the set S2(∂K).
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Theorem 2.13. Let K be a polyhedron, let
S2(∂K) := {S2(f) : H2(f)
∇
−→ E2(f)
∇×
−→W2(f), f ∈ F(K)}
be a set of compatible exact sequences satisfying the following compatibility condition
treHH2(f1)× tr
e
EE2(f1) = tr
e
HH2(f2)× tr
e
EE2(f2) =: H1(e)×W1(e),
for any faces f1, f2 ∈ F(K) sharing an edge e := E(f1) ∩ E(f2). Let
Hg3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→W g3 (K)
be a given S2(∂K)-admissible exact sequence.
Let the spaces δHg3 (K) × δE
g
3 (K) ⊂ H
1(K) × H(curl,K) satisfy the following
properties:
Properties of δHg3 (K)
(i) trfHδH
g
3 (K) ⊂ H2(f) for all faces f ∈ F(K).
(ii) δHg3 (K) ∩H
g
3 (K) = {0}.
(iii) {v ∈ Hg3 (K)⊕ δH
g
3 (K) : trHv = 0} =
◦
Hg3 (K).
(iv) dim δHg3 (K) =
∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
dim
◦
H1(e) +
∑
f∈F(K)
dim
◦
H2(f)
+ dim
◦
Hg3 (K)− dimH
g
3 (K).
Properties of δEg3 (K)
(i) trfEδE
g
3 (K) ⊂ E2(f) for all faces f ∈ F(K).
(ii) ∇× δEg3 (K) ∩ V
g
3 (K) = {0}.
(iii) {v ∈ V g3 (K)⊕∇× δE
g
3 (K) : trV v = 0, ∇· v = 0} =
{v ∈
◦
V g3 (K) : ∇· v = 0}.
(iv) dim δEg3 (K) = dim∇× δE
g
3 (K) =∑
f∈F(K)
dimW2(f) + dim
◦
W g3 (K) + dim{v ∈
◦
V g3 (K) : ∇· v = 0} − dim V
g
3 (K).
Then, the sequence
S3(K) : H
g
3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→ W g3 (K)
⊕ δHg3 (K) ⊕∇ δH
g
3 (K)⊕ δE
g
3 (K) ⊕∇× δE
g
3 (K)
is a commuting exact sequence. Moreover, it is a minimal commuting exact sequence
containing the exact sequence
Hg3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→W g3 (K).
Note that, unlike the two-dimensional case, we are requiring the sequences of the
set S2(∂K) to satisfy a compatibility condition on each of the edges of the polyhedral.
Such compatibility condition was automatically satisfied, and hence was not required,
in the two-dimensional case.
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Let us relate this result with the theory of M -decompositions introduced in [14].
As for the two-dimensional case, the part of this theory concerned with mixed methods
is associated with the right-most side of the diagram. Indeed, in [14, Proposition
5.1] it is shown that the space (V g3 (K)⊕∇× δE
g
3 (K)) ×W
g
3 (K) is the smallest one
containing V g3 (K)×W
g
3 (K) and admitting an M(∂K)-decomposition with the trace
space
M(∂K) := {µ ∈ L2(∂K) : µ|f ∈ W2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K)}.
3. Applications. Now, we apply our main results on the systematic construc-
tion of compatible exact sequences in Section 2 to explicit construct them on various
element shapes in one-, two- and three-space dimensions. To emphasis on the exis-
tence of a commuting diagram for compatible exact sequence, we denote such sequence
as commuting exact sequence.
3.1. The one-dimensional case. In one-space dimension, we consider the el-
ement K ⊂ R1 to be the reference interval {x : 0 < x < 1}. The most useful
commuting exact sequence on K is given below.
Theorem 3.1. Let K ⊂ R1 be the reference interval with coordinate x. Then,
the following sequence on K is a commuting exact sequence for k ≥ 0.
Pk+1(x)
∇
−→ Pk(x)
3.2. The two-dimensional case. In two-space dimensions, we proceed as fol-
lows. We first consider the element K to be either the reference triangle {(x, y) :
x > 0, y > 0, x + y < 1}, or the reference square {(x, y) : 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1}.
We present two commuting exact sequences on the reference triangle and four on the
reference square. All the sequences, except the second one on the reference square,
are known and its spaces are all spaces of polynomials.
Then, we consider the case in which K is a general polygon, and present two new
commuting exact sequences which contain non-polynomial functions; this is based on
the results in [12] on the construction of M -decompositions in two dimensions. All
these commuting exact sequences are the smallest ones, as stated in Theorem 2.11,
that contain certain given exact sequence and have a certain prescribed sequence of
traces on each edge.
We end by obtaining commuting exact sequences on two-dimensional polygonal
meshes.
Triangle.
Theorem 3.2. Let K be the reference triangle with coordinates (x, y). Then, the
following two sequences on K are commuting exact sequences for k ≥ 0,
S1,k(K) : Pk+2(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk+1(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y),
S2,k(K) : Pk+1(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk(x, y)⊕ x× P˜k(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y).
Here x× p = (y p,−x p)t for a scalar function p.
Moreover, the sequence of traces for S1,k on an edge e ∈ E(K) is
tre
(
S1,k(K)
)
: Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e),
and that for S2,k is
tre
(
S2,k(K)
)
: Pk+1(e) −→ Pk(e).
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These two sequences are well-known. Indeed, the first sequence S1,k is mainly
due-to Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini [7] since its H(curl) space is a ninety-degree
rotation of the H(div)-space, usually called the BDM space, obtained in [7], of degree
k + 1. Its H1 and L2 spaces are the Lagrange polynomial spaces of degree k + 2
and discontinuous polynomial space of degree k. The second sequence S2,k is mainly
due-to Raviart and Thomas [24] since its H(curl) space is a ninety-degree rotation of
the H(div) space, usually called the RT space, obtained in [24], of degree k. Its H1
and L2 spaces are the Lagrange polynomial spaces of degree k + 1 and discontinuous
polynomial space of degree k.
Square.
Theorem 3.3. Let K be the reference square with coordinates (x, y). Then, the
following four sequences are commuting exact sequences for k ≥ 0:
S1,k(K) : Pk+2(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk+1(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y),
⊕δH2,Ik+2 ⊕∇ δH
2,I
k+2
S2,k(K) : Pk+1(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk(x, y)⊕ x× P˜k(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y),
⊕δH2,Ik+1 ⊕∇ δH
2,I
k+1
S3,k(K) : Qk(x, y)⊕ {x
k+1, yk+1}
∇
−→ Qk(x, y)⊕ x× {x
kyk}
∇×
−→ Qk(x, y),
⊕δH2,Ik+1 ⊕∇ δH
2,I
k+1
S4,k(K) : Qk+1(x, y)
∇
−→ Qk(x, y) ⊕
(
yk+1Pk(x)
xk+1Pk(y)
)
∇×
−→ Qk(x, y).
Here the additional space δH2,Ik , for k ≥ 1, takes the following form:
δH2,Ik := span{x y
k, y xk}.
Moreover, the sequence of traces for S1,k on an edge e ∈ E(K) is
tre
(
S1,k(K)
)
: Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e),
and that for Si,k with i ∈ {2, 3, 4} is
tre
(
Si,k(K)
)
: Pk+1(e) −→ Pk(e).
Note that for k = 0, the last three sequences are exactly the same. Here the
second sequence is new and the other three are well-known. The first sequence S1,k
is mainly due-to Brezzi, Douglas, and Marini [7] since its H(curl) space is a ninety-
degree rotation of the H(div) space, usually called the BDM space, obtained in [7], of
degree k+1 on the square. Its H1 and L2 spaces are the serendipity polynomial spaces
of degree k+2 and discontinuous polynomial space of degree k. The second sequence
S2,k is a new one resulting a new family of H(curl) spaces. The third sequence is
the TNT sequence [15] on the square. And the last one is mainly due to Raviart
and Thomas [24] since its H(curl) space is a ninety-degree rotation of the H(div)
space, usually called the RT space, obtained in [24], of degree k on the square. Its H1
and L2 spaces are the tensor-product Lagrange polynomial space of degree k+1 and
discontinuous tensor product polynomial space of degree k.
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Polygon.
The explicit construction of (high-order) commuting exact sequences on a general
polygonK is not known. Here we fill this gap by presenting two families of commuting
exact sequences by applying Theorem 2.11. To do so, we take advantage of the recent
results on constructing M -decompositions in [12] to deal with the right-most is of the
diagram.
To state our result, we need to introduce some notation. Let {vi}
ne
i=1 be the set of
vertices of the polygonal element K which we take to be counter-clockwise ordered.
Let {ei}
ne
i=1 be the set of edges of K where the edge ei connects the vertices vi and
vi+1. Here the subindexes are integers module ne. We also define, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ne, λi
to be the linear function that vanishes on edge ei and reaches maximum value 1 in
the closure of the element K. To each vertex vi, i = 1, . . . , ne, we associate a function
ξi satisfying the following conditions:
(L.1) ξi ∈ H
1(K),
(L.2) ξi|ej ∈ P1(ej), j = 1, . . . , ne,
(L.3) ξi(vj) = δi,j , j = 1, . . . , ne,
where δi,j is the Kronecker delta. Note that conditions (L.2) and (L.3) together ensure
that the trace of ξi on the edges is only no-zero at ei and ei+1, where they are linear.
These functions, with examples given in [12], are not polynomials if the polygon K is
not a triangle or a parallelogram.
Now, we are ready to state the result.
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a polygon of ne edges with coordinates (x, y) that does
not have hanging nodes. Then, the following two sequences on K are commuting exact
sequences for k ≥ 0,
Spoly1,k (K) : Pk+2(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk+1(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y),
⊕δH2,IIk+2 ⊕∇ δH
2,II
k+2
Spoly2,k (K) : Pk+1(x, y)
∇
−→ Pk(x, y)⊕ x× P˜k(x, y)
∇×
−→ Pk(x, y)
⊕δH2,IIk+1 ⊕∇ δH
2,II
k+1
Here the additional space δH2,IIk , for k ≥ 1, takes the following form:
δH2,IIk = ⊕
ne
i=3Ψi,k,
where
Ψi,k =
{
span{ξi+1λ
a
i+1 : max{k + 3− i, 0} ≤ a ≤ k − 1} if 3 ≤ i ≤ ne− 1,
span{ξi+1λ
a
i+1 : max{k + 4− i, 1} ≤ a ≤ k − 1} if i = ne,
and the functions {ξi}
ne
i=1 are assumed to satisfy conditions (L).
Moreover, the sequence of traces for Spoly1,k on an edge e ∈ E(K) is
tre
(
S1,k(K)
)
: Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e),
and that for Spoly2,k is
tre
(
S2,k(K)
)
: Pk+1(e) −→ Pk(e).
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Note that in the notation of [12], we have δVfillM := ∇× δH
2,II
k+1 is the filling space
to guarantee M -decompositions for the pair V ×W := Pk ⊕ δVfillM×Pk for the trace
space
M(∂K) := {µ ∈ L2(∂K) : µ|e ∈ Pk(e) ∀e ∈ E(K)}.
When K is a convex quadrilateral, construction of H(div)-conforming spaces
of the form Pk(K) ⊕ ∇× δH(K) was also presented in [1]. While the filling space
∇× δH(K) share the same dimension (1 if k = 0 and 2 if k ≥ 1) as those in [12] on a
convex quadrilateral, they were not constructed directly on the quadrilateral element
K as was done in [12] but by Piola mapping two (one if k = 0) divergence-free
polynomial functions from the reference square to K, resulting rational functions.
Moreover, H(div)-conforming finite element shape functions were also created [1,
Section 5].
Let us now briefly comment on the special cases whenK is a triangle or a parallel-
ogram. In these cases, the elementK can be considered as a physical element obtained
from an affine mapping of the reference triangle or the reference square. We can easily
obtain mapped commuting exact sequences on the physical element K from those in
Theorem 3.2 on the reference triangle, and those in Theorem 3.3 on the reference
square via proper linear mapping functions. To simplify the notation, we still denote
the mapped sequences on a physical triangle K as S1,k(K) and S2,k(K), and those
on the physical parallelogram as Si,k(K) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. These mapped sequences
have an advantage over those in Theorem 3.4, namely, that numerical integration only
needs to be done on the reference elements.
Whole mesh. Using the sequences in Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 3.3, we can
readily obtain mapped commuting exact sequences on a hybrid mesh, Ωh := {K}, of
a polygonal domain Ω, where each physical element K is an affine mapping of the
reference triangle or the reference square. We obtain two families ofmapped sequences
with the following form,
S2d(Ωh) : H2(Ωh)
∇
−→ E2(Ωh)
∇×
−→W2(Ωh),
where H2(Ωh) × E2(Ωh) ×W2(Ωh) ⊂ H
1(Ω) × H(curl,Ω) × L2(Ω). The restriction
on an element K of the first family of sequences is S1,k(K) if K is a triangle, and is
S1,k(K) if K is a parallelogram; and the restriction on an element K of the second
family of sequences is S2,k(K) if K is a triangle, and is any of Si,k(K) for i ∈ {2, 3, 4} if
K is a parallelogram. The reason we are able to do so is due to the trace compatibility
of the sequences S1,k(K) and S1,k(K), and the trace compatibility of the sequences
S2,k(K) and Si,k for i ∈ {2, 3, 4} in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3.
On the other hand, using the sequences in Theorem 3.4, we can readily obtain two
families of non-mapped commuting exact sequences on a more general polygonal mesh,
Ωh := {K}, of a polygonal domain Ω, where each physical element K is a polygon,
and the restriction on an element K of the first family of sequences is Spoly1,k (K), and
that for the second is Spoly2,k (K).
3.3. The three-dimensional case. In three-space dimensions, we first consider
the element K ⊂ R3 to be either of the following four reference polyhedra:
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tetrahedron: {(x, y, z) : 0 < x, 0 < y, 0 < z, x+ y + z < 1} ,
hexahedron: {(x, y, z) : 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1},
prism: {(x, y, z) : 0 < x, 0 < y, 0 < z < 1, x+ y < 1},
pyramid: {(x, y, z) : 0 < x, 0 < y, 0 < z, x+ z < 1, y + z < 1}.
We present two commuting exact sequences on the reference tetrahedron and
four on the reference hexahedron, prism, and pyramid. All these commuting exact
sequences are the smallest ones, as described in Theorem 2.13, which contain certain
given exact sequence and have a certain prescribed sequence of traces on each face.
We then obtain commuting exact sequences on polyhedral meshes made of mapped
tetrahedra hexahedra, prisms, and pyramids.
Tetrahedron.
Theorem 3.5. Let K be the reference tetrahedron with coordinates (x, y, z).
Then, the following two sequences on K are exact for k ≥ 0,
S1,k : Pk+3
∇
−→ Pk+2
∇×
−→ Pk+1
∇·
−→ Pk,
S2,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk.
Here x = (x, y, z)t and Pk denotes Pk(x, y, z).
Moreover, the sequence of traces on a face f for S1,k is the sequence S1,k+1(f),
and that for S2,k is the sequence S2,k(f).
Both of these sequences are well-known. The first sequence S1,k is mainly due to
Ne´de´lec [21] since its H(curl) and H(div) spaces are Ne´de´lec’s edge and face spaces
of second kind of degree k + 2 and k + 1, respectively. Its H1 and L2 spaces are
the Lagrange polynomial space of degree k + 3, and the discontinuous polynomial
space of degree k. The second sequence S2,k is mainly due to Ne´de´lec [20] since its
H(curl) and H(div) spaces are Ne´de´lec’s edge and face spaces of first kind of degree
k, respectively. Its H1 and L2 spaces are the Lagrange polynomial space of degree
k + 1, and the discontinuous polynomial space of degree k, respectively.
Hexahedron.
Theorem 3.6. Let K be the reference hexahedron with coordinates (x, y, z).
Then, the following four sequences are exact for k ≥ 0:
S1,k : Pk+3
∇
−→ Pk+2
∇×
−→ Pk+1
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,Ik+3 ⊕∇ δH
3,I
k+3 ⊕∇× δE
3,I
k+2
⊕δE3,Ik+2
S2,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,Ik+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,I
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,I
k+1
⊕δE3,Ik+1
S3,k :: Qk ⊕

xk+1,
yk+1,
zk+1
 ∇−→ Qk ⊕ x×

ykzk∇x,
zkxk∇ y,
xkyk∇ z
 ∇×−→ Qk ⊕ x {xkykzk} ∇·−→ Qk,
⊕δH3,IIk+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,II
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,II
k+1
⊕δE3,IIk+1
S4,k : Qk+1
∇
−→
 Pk,k+1,k+1Pk+1,k,k+1
Pk+1,k+1,k
 ∇×−→
 Pk+1,k,kPk,k+1,k
Pk,k,k+1
 ∇·−→ Qk.
Here the additional spaces δH3,Ik , δH
3,II
k , and δE
3,I
k , δE
3,II
k for k ≥ 1 takes the fol-
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lowing forms:
δH3,Ik := span
{
x y zk, y z xk, z x yk,
x P˜k(y, z), y P˜k(z, x), z P˜k(x, y)
}
,
δH3,IIk := span

x y zk, y z xk, z x yk,
x yk, y zk, z xk,
x zk, y xk, z yk
 ,
δE3,Ik := span

x P˜k−1(y, z)(y ∇ z − z ∇ y),
y P˜k−1(z, x)(z ∇x− x ∇ z),
z P˜k−1(x, y)(x ∇ y − y ∇x)
 ,
δE3,IIk := span

x(yk ∇ z − zk ∇ y), y(zk ∇x− xk ∇ z),
z(xk ∇ y − yk ∇x), x yk−1 zk−1(y ∇ z − z ∇ y),
y zk−1 xk−1(z ∇x− x ∇ z), z xk−1 yk−1(x ∇ y − y ∇x)
 .
Moreover, the sequence of traces on a square face f for S1,k is the sequence
S1,k+1(f), and that for Si,k is the sequence Si,k(f) for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
Note that for k = 0, the last three sequences are exactly the same. Here the second
sequence is new; the other three are known. The first sequence S1,k is the serendipity
sequence of Arnold and Awanou [2]. The second sequence is a slight variation of the
first one. It displays a new family of H(curl) and H(div) spaces. The third sequence
S3,k is the TNT sequence of Cockburn and Qiu [15] (with a slight variation in the space
representation). The last sequence is mainly due to Ne´de´lec [20] since its H(curl) and
H(div) spaces are Ne´de´lec’s edge and face spaces of first kind of degree k on the cube,
respectively. Its H1 and L2 spaces are the tensor-product Lagrange polynomial space
of degree k + 1, and the discontinuous tensor-product polynomial space of degree k,
respectively.
Prism.
Theorem 3.7. Let K be the reference prism with coordinates (x, y, z). Then, the
following four sequences are exact for k ≥ 0:
S1,k : Pk+3
∇
−→ Pk+2
∇×
−→ Pk+1
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,IIIk+3 ⊕∇ δH
3,III
k+3 ⊕∇× δE
3,III
k+2
⊕δE3,IIIk+2
S2,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,IIIk+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,III
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,III
k+1
⊕δE3,IIIk+1
S3,k : Pk|k
∇
−→ Pk|k
∇×
−→ Pk|k
∇·
−→ Pk|k,
⊕P˜k+1(x, y)⊕ {z
k+1} ⊕

(
y
−x
)
P˜k(x, y)
P˜k+1(x, y) z
k
 ⊕
 00
P˜k(x, y) z
k+1

⊕δH3,IIIk+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,III
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,III
k+1
⊕δE3,IIIk+1
S4,k : Pk+1|k+1
∇
−→
(
Nk(x, y)⊗ Pk+1(z)
Pk+1|k
)
∇×
−→
(
RT k(x, y)⊗ Pk(z)
Pk|k+1
)
∇·
−→ Pk|k.
Here, we have
Nk(x, y) := Pk(x, y)⊕
(
−y
x
)
P˜k(x, y), RT k(x, y) := Pk(x, y)⊕
(
x
y
)
P˜k(x, y),
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and the additional spaces δH3,IIIk and δE
3,III
k for k ≥ 1 takes the following forms:
δH3,IIIk := span
{
zk P˜1(x, y), z P˜k(x, y)
}
,
δE3,IIIk := span
{
zk(x ∇ y − y ∇x), z P˜k−1(x, y)(x ∇ y − y ∇x)
}
.
Moreover, the sequence of traces for these four sequences are
trf
(
S1,k
)
=
{
S1,k+1(f) triangle f,
S1,k+1(f) square f,
trf
(
S2,k
)
=
{
S2,k(f) triangle f,
S2,k(f) square f,
trf
(
S3,k
)
=
 S2,k(f) triangle f,S˜3,k(f) square f, trf
(
S1,k
)
=
{
S2,k(f) triangle f,
S4,k(f) square f,
where the sequence S˜3,k(f) on the square face with coordinates (ξ, z) is a slight modifi-
cation of the sequence S3,k(f), with the same H
1 and L2 spaces, but a different H(curl)
space, namely, Qk(ξ, z)⊕ ξ
k+1zk∇ z ⊕∇{ξ zk+1, z ξk+1}.
Note that for k = 0, the sequences S2,k and S4,k are exactly the same; they are
slightly different from the sequence S3,k. Note also that the H(curl) space for S˜3,k(f)
is not invariant under the coordinate permutation (ξ, z)→ (z, ξ), where (ξ, z) are the
coordinates on f. We did not find a prismatic sequence with trace space on a square
face f exactly equal to S3,k(f). This brings about a small complication for constructing
the H(curl)-conforming finite element spaces on a hybrid mesh, see the discussion on
commuting exact sequences on the whole polyhedral mesh below.
Finally, note that, while the fourth sequence is known, see [18], the other three
are new. These four sequences can be considered as the extensions of the related
sequences on the reference cube to the reference prism.
Pyramid.
Theorem 3.8. Let K be the reference pyramid with coordinates (x, y, z). Then,
the following four sequences are exact for k ≥ 0:
S1,k : Pk+3
∇
−→ Pk+2
∇×
−→ Pk+1
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,IVk+3 ⊕∇ δH
3,IV
k+3 ⊕∇× δE
3,IV
k+2
⊕δE3,IVk+2
S2,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,IVk+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,IV
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,IV
k+1
⊕δE3,IVk+1
S3,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,Vk+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,V
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,V
k+1
⊕δE3,Vk+1
S4,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ x P˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
⊕δH3,V Ik+1 ⊕∇ δH
3,V I
k+1 ⊕∇× δE
3,V
k+1
⊕δE3,Vk+1
Here the additional spaces δH3,IVk , δH
3,V
k , δH
3,V I
k and δE
3,IV
k , δE
3,V
k , δE
3,V I
k for k ≥ 1
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takes the following forms:
δH3,IVk := span
{
x y
1−z z
k−1, x y z1−z P˜k−2(x, z),
x y z
1−z P˜k−2(y, z)
}
,
δH3,Vk := δH
3,IV
k ⊕ span
{
xα yβ
(1−z)min{α,β}
:
α = 1, β = k or α = k, β = 1
or α ≤ k − 1, β ≤ k − 1, k + 1 ≤ α+ β
}
,
δH3,V Ik := δH
3,IV
k ⊕ span
{
xα yβ
(1−z)min{α,β}
: α ≤ k, β ≤ k, k + 1 ≤ α+ β
}
,
δE3,IVk := span
{
x yk
1−z ∇ z,
y xk
1−z ∇ z,
x y z
1−z ∇x
}
,
δE3,Vk := δE
3,IV
k ⊕ span
{
xα yβ+1
(1−z)min{α,β} ∇x : α ≤ k, β ≤ k, k + 1 ≤ α+ β
}
.
Moreover, the sequence of traces for these four sequences are
trf
(
S1,k
)
=
{
S1,k+1(f) if f is a triangle,
S1,k+1(f) if f is the base square,
trf
(
Si,k
)
=
{
S2,k(f) if f is a triangle,
Si,k(f) if f is the base square,
for i ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
All the four sequences are new and contain certain rational functions. They can
be considered as the extensions of the related sequences on the reference cube to the
reference pyramid. Note that, unlike all the previous sequences, the function spaces
here includes certain rational functions.
We remark that similar serendipity-type pyramidalH1-conforming space as that in
S1,k (with the same space dimension) was recently introduced in [19]. The serendipity
space in [19], containing Pk(K), was obtained by mapping certain rational functions
from the infinite pyramid to the reference pyramid, extending similar results in [22, 23]
with a significant dimension reduction. A set of degrees of freedom, similar as those in
[2] on cubes, was also identified. We believe the H1-conforming space in [19] (obtained
from the infinite pyramid) and that in S1,k (obtained directly from the reference
pyramid) should be closely related since both enrich same amount of rational functions
(whose precise definition seems to be different) to Pk(K) to achieve conformity.
Let us point out that our fourth sequence S4,k is significantly smaller than the
related pyramidal sequence presented in [18], originally obtained in [22].
Whole mesh. Using the sequences in Theorem 3.5 to Theorem 3.8, we can
readily obtain mapped commuting exact sequences on a hybrid mesh, Ωh := {K}, of
a polyhedral domain Ω, where each physical element K is an affine mapping of any
of the four reference polyhedra. We obtain four family of mapped sequences with the
following form,
S3d(Ωh) : H3(Ωh)
∇
−→ E3(Ωh)
∇×
−→ V3(Ωh)
∇·
−→W3(Ωh),
whereH3(Ωh)×E3(Ωh)×V3(Ωh)×W3(Ωh) ⊂ H
1(Ω)×H(curl,Ω)×H(div,Ω)×L2(Ω).
The restriction on an element K of the first family of sequences is S1,k(K) if K is
a tetrahedron, S1,k(K) if K is a parallelepiped, S1,k(K) if K is a parallel prism, and
S1,k(K) if K is a pyramid with a parallelogram base.
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The restriction on an element K of the second family of sequences is S2,k(K) if
K is a tetrahedron, S2,k(K) if K is a parallelepiped, S2,k(K) if K is a parallel prism,
and S2,k(K) if K is a pyramid with a parallelogram base.
The restriction on an element K of the third family of sequences, defined on
a hybrid mesh without prisms, is S2,k(K) if K is a tetrahedron, S3,k(K) if K is a
parallelepiped, and S3,k(K) if K is a pyramid with a parallelogram base.
The restriction on an element K of the fourth family of sequences is S2,k(K) if
K is a tetrahedron, S4,k(K) if K is a parallelepiped, S4,k(K) if K is a parallel prism,
and S4,k(K) if K is a pyramid with a parallelogram base. Note that this family of
sequences is a modification of the one considered in [18] on a hybrid mesh with a
smaller pyramidal sequence.
The reason we are able to do so is due to the trace compatibilities in Theorem
3.5 to Theorem 3.8. In particular, we mention that we exclude prisms in the hybrid
mesh of the third family of sequences mainly due to the incompatibility of the H(curl)
trace of S3,k and that of S3,k, which differ by a single function.
4. Proofs of the main results in Section 2.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.9. Proof. Suppose the segment K has coordinate
x. By the exactness of the sequence Sg1 (K), we have R = Ker∇H
g
1 (K) (and hence
1 ∈ Hg1 (K)), and P0(K) ⊂W
g
1 (K) = ∇H1(K) (and hence x ∈ H
g
1 (K)). This implies
that P1(K) ⊂ H
g
1 (K), and hence dim trH(H
g
1 (K)) = dim trH(P1(K)) = 2. So S
g
1 (K)
is a compatible exact sequence.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.11. Proof. To simplify the notation, we setH2(K) :=
Hg2 (K)⊕ δH
g
2 (K), E2(K) := E
g
2 (K)⊕∇ δH
g
2 (K), and W2(K) := W
g
2 (K).
The exactness of the sequence S2(K) follows directly from the exactness of the
given sequence
Hg2 (K)
∇
−→ Eg2 (K)
∇×
−→W g2 (K).
It is easy to show that for any exact sequence H2(K) → E2(K) → W2(K), we
have
dimH2(K)− dimE2(K) + dimW2(K) = 1, (4.1a)
∇
◦
H2 = {v ∈
◦
E2 : ∇× v = 0}, (4.1b)
∇×
◦
E2(K) ⊂
◦
W2(K). (4.1c)
In view of Definition 2.5 on a compatible exact sequence, we need to prove that
the two dimension count identities of Property (ii) are satisfied, and that the sequence
of traces on each edge is a compatible exact sequence.
We have
dim trHH2(K) = dimH2(K)− dim
◦
H2(K) (4.2)
= dimHg2 (K) + dim δH
g
2 (K)− dim
◦
H2(K)
= dimHg2 (K) + dim δH
g
2 (K)− dim
◦
Hg2 (K)
=
∑
e∈E(K)
(dim
◦
H1(e) + 1),
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where the second equality is due to property (ii) of δHg2 (K), the third one is due
to property (iii), and the last one is due to property (iv). Now, by property (i) of
the Definition 2.10 of an S1(∂K) admissible exact sequence, and by property (i) of
δHg2 (K), we have
treHH2(K) ⊂ H1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K).
On the other hand, since
trHH2(K)|e ⊂ tr
e
HH2(K) ∀e ∈ E(K),
we have
dim trHH2(K) ≤
∑
e∈E(K)
dim
◦
treHH2(K) +
∑
v∈V(K)
1 ≤
∑
e∈E(K)
(dim
◦
H1(e) + 1).
By (4.2), we have the above inequalities are indeed equalities, and
treHH2(K) = H1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K). (4.3)
This proves the first dimension count identity of Property (ii) for a compatible exact
sequence.
Next, let us prove the second dimension count identity. We have that
dim trEE2(K) = dimE2(K)− dim
◦
E2(K) (4.4)
= dimH2(K) + dimW2(K)− 1
− dim∇×
◦
E2(K)− dim{v ∈
◦
E2(K) : ∇× v = 0}
= dimH2(K) + dim
◦
W2(K)− dim∇×
◦
E2(K)− dim
◦
H2(K)
=
∑
e∈E(K)
(dim
◦
H1(e) + 1) + dim
◦
W2(K)− dim∇×
◦
E2(K)
≥
∑
e∈E(K)
(dim
◦
H1(e) + 1)
=
∑
e∈E(K)
dimW1(e),
where the second equality is due to (4.1a) of an exact sequence, the third equality is
due to (4.1b) and Property (ii) of Definition 2.10, the fourth equality is due to (4.2),
the fifth inequality is due to (4.1c), and the last equality is due to the exactness of
the sequences S1(e). Now, by property (i) of Definition 2.10 for an S1(∂K) admissible
exact sequence, we have
treEE
g
2 (K) ⊂W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K),
and by property (i) of δHg2 (K), we have
treE∇ δH
g
2 (K) = ∇ tr
e
HδH
g
2 (K) ⊂ ∇H1(e) = W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K).
Hence,
treEE2(K) ⊂W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K).
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On the other hand, since
trEE2(K)|e ⊂ tr
e
EE2(K) ∀e ∈ E(K),
we have
dim trEE2(K) ≤
∑
e∈E(K)
dim treEE2(K) ≤
∑
e∈E(K)
dimW1(e).
By (4.4), we have the above inequalities are indeed equalities. Hence,
treEE2(K) =W1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K). (4.5)
This completes the proof of the second dimension count identity of Property (ii) for
a compatible exact sequence in Definition 2.5. The equalities (4.3) and (4.5) ensure
that the sequence of traces tre(S2(K)) = S1(e) is a compatible exact sequence, for all
edges e ∈ E(K). So S2(K) is a compatible exact sequence.
Finally, invoking [9, Corollary 3.2], we get the minimality of the sequence S2(K)
by the simple observation that
◦
H2 =
◦
Hg2 ,
◦
E2 =
◦
Eg2 ,
◦
W2 =
◦
W g2 .
The proof of Theorem 2.11 is now complete.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.13. Proof. To simplify the notation, we setH3(K) :=
Hg3 (K) ⊕ δH
g
3 (K), E3(K) := E
g
3 (K) ⊕ ∇ δH
g
3 (K) ⊕ δE
g
3 (K), V3(K) := V
g
3 (K) ⊕
∇× δEg3 (K), and W3(K) := W
g
3 (K).
The exactness of the sequence S3(K) comes directly from the exactness of the
given sequence
Hg3 (K)
∇
−→ Eg3 (K)
∇×
−→ V g3 (K)
∇·
−→W g3 (K)
In view of Definition 2.6 of a compatible exact sequence, we need to prove that the
three dimension count identities of Property (ii) are satisfied, and that the sequence
of traces on any face f ∈ F(K) is a compatible exact sequence.
The proof of the first dimension count identity for the H1-trace space trHH3(K)
and, consequently, that of the identity
trfHH3(K) = H2(K) ∀f ∈ F(K) (4.6)
are omitted because they are very similar to those of the two-dimensional case; see
details in the proof of Theorem 2.11.
Now, let us prove the third dimension count identity for the H(div)-trace space
trV V3(K) of Property (ii) in Definition 2.6.
By properties (ii), (iii), and (iv) of δEg3 (K), we have
dim trV V3(K) = dimV3(K)− dim
◦
V3(K) (4.7)
= dimV g3 (K) + dim δE
g
3 (K)− dim∇×
◦
V3(K)
− dim{v ∈
◦
V3(K) : ∇× v = 0}
=
∑
f∈F(K)
dimW2(f) + dim
◦
W g3 (K)− dim∇×
◦
V3(K)
≥
∑
f∈F(K)
dimW2(f),
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where in the last inequality, we used the fact that
∇·
◦
V3(K) ⊂
◦
W3(K) =
◦
W g3 (K).
Now, by Property (i) of Definition 2.12 of an S2(∂K)-admissible exact sequence
we have trfV V
g
3 (K) ⊂W2(f), and by property (i) of δE
g
3 (K) and the exactness of the
sequence S2(f), we have
trfV ∇× δE
g
3 (K) = ∇× tr
f
EδE
g
3 (K) ⊂ ∇×E2(f) =W2(f).
Hence,
trfV V3(K) ⊂W2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K).
This implies that
dim trV V3(K) ≤
∑
f∈F(K)
trfV V3(K) ≤
∑
f∈F(K)
W2(f).
By (4.7), the above inequalities are indeed equalities, and we have
trfV V3(K) = W2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K), (4.8)
∇·
◦
V3(K) =
◦
W3(K). (4.9)
This completes the proof of the third dimension count identity of Property (ii) in
Definition 2.6.
Now, let us prove the second dimension count identity for the H(curl)-trace space
trEE3(K) of Property (ii) in Definition 2.6. We use the following results of an exact
sequence:
dimH3(K)− dimE3(K) + dimV3(K)− dimW3(K) = 1, (4.10a)
trfEE3(K) ⊂ E2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K), (4.10b)
∇
◦
H3(K) = {v ∈
◦
E3(K), ∇× v = 0}, (4.10c)
∇×
◦
E3(K) ⊂ {v ∈
◦
V3 : ∇· v = 0}. (4.10d)
Their proofs are trivial and hence omitted. The inclusion (4.10b) implies that
dim trEE3(K) ≤
∑
e∈E(K)
treEE3(K) +
∑
v∈V(K)
◦
trfEE3(K) (4.11)
≤
∑
e∈E(K)
W1(e) +
∑
v∈V(K)
◦
E2(f).
On the other hand, we have, by (4.10a) of an exact sequence, the equalities (4.9),
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(4.10c), and the inclusion (4.10d),
dim trEE3(K) = dimE3(K)− dim
◦
E3(K)
= dimE3(K)− dim∇×
◦
E3(K)− dim{v ∈
◦
E3(K) : ∇× v = 0}
= dimH3(K) + dimV3(K)− dimW3(K)− 1
− dim∇×
◦
E3(K)− dim∇
◦
H3(K)
= dim trHH3(K) + dim trV V3(K)− 2
+ dim
◦
V3(K)− dim
◦
W3(K)− dim∇×
◦
E3(K)
≥ dim trHH3(K) + dim trV V3(K)− 2.
By the first and third dimension count identities of Property (ii) in Definition 2.6,
we have the right-hand side of the above inequality is equal to∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
(dim
◦
H1(e)) +
∑
f∈F(K)
(dim
◦
H2(f) + dimW2(f)) − 2
=
∑
v∈V(K)
1 +
∑
e∈E(K)
(dimW1(e)− 1) +
∑
f∈F(K)
(dim
◦
H2(f) + dim
◦
W2(f) + 1)− 2
=
∑
e∈E(K)
dimW1(e) +
∑
f∈F(K)
dim
◦
E2(f)− I,
where
I :=
∑
v∈V(K)
1−
∑
e∈E(K)
1 +
∑
f∈F(K)
1− 2 = 0
by Euler’s polyhedral formula. Hence,
dim trEE3(K) ≥
∑
e∈E(K)
dimW1(e) +
∑
f∈F(K)
dim
◦
E2(f).
And the above inequality is indeed an equality by (4.11). Moreover, the inclusions in
(4.10) are also equalities:
trfEE3(K) = E2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K), (4.12a)
∇×
◦
E3(K) = {v ∈
◦
V3 : ∇· v = 0}, (4.12b)
and this completes the proof of the second dimension count identity of Property (ii)
in Definition 2.6. The equalities (4.6), (4.8), and (4.12a) imply that the sequence
of traces trf(S3(K)) = S2(f) for any face f ∈ F(K) is a compatible exact sequence.
Hence, S3(K) is a compatible exact sequence.
Finally, invoking [9, Corollary 3.2], we get the minimality of the sequence S3(K)
by the simple observation that
◦
H3 =
◦
Hg3 ,
◦
E3 =
◦
Eg3 ,
◦
V3 =
◦
V g3 ,
◦
W3 =
◦
W g3 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.13.
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5. Proofs of the applications in Section 3. In this section, we prove all the
results of Section 3 by applying Theorem 2.9 (for one dimension), Theorem 2.11 (for
two dimensions), and Theorem 2.13 (for three dimensions).
5.1. The one-dimensionanl case. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is a direct appli-
cation of Theorem 2.9.
5.2. The two-dimensional case. We first present the following result on exact
sequences on the whole space R2. We give its proof in Appendix B.
Lemma 5.1. The following four sequences on R2 with coordinates (x, y) are exact
for k ≥ 0:
S2d1,k : Pk+2
∇
−→ Pk+1
∇×
−→ Pk,
S2d2,k: Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk,
S2d3,k: Qk ⊕ {x
k+1, yk+1}
∇
−→ Qk ⊕ x× {x
kyk}
∇×
−→ Qk,
S2d4,k: Qk+1
∇
−→ Qk ⊕
(
yk+1Pk(x)
xk+1Pk(y)
)
∇×
−→ Qk.
The third sequence S3d2,k is new to the best of the authors’ knowledge; the other
three are well-known. Note that all these four sequences has good “symmetry” in the
sense that they are invariant under the coordinate permutation (x, y) −→ (y, x).
Now, we are ready to prove the two-dimensional results of Theorem 3.2, Theorem
3.3, and Theorem 3.4 by applying Theorem 2.11.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k and S2,k into the
framework of Theorem 2.11.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have that the set of complete trace sequences is
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K), }
and the S1(∂K)-admissible sequence is S1,k itself. We also have
dim δHg2 = 3(k + 2) + k(k + 1)/2− (k + 3)(k + 4)/2 = 0,
hence δHg2 (K) = {0}. So, S1,k is a commuting exact sequence. Similarly, we conclude
that S2,k is also a commuting exact sequence. This completes the proof of Theorem
3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k, S2,k, S3,k, and S4,k
into the framework of Theorem 2.11.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have that the set of complete trace sequences is
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K), }
and the S1(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
2d
1,k in Lemma 5.1. We also have the space
δHg2 := δH
2,I
k+2 satisfy all the four properties of δH
g
2 in Theorem 2.11, in particular,
we have
dim δHg2 = 4(k + 2) + (k − 1)k/2− (k + 3)(k + 4)/2 = 2.
Hence, S1,k is a commuting exact sequence.
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The proof for the second sequence S2,k is identical to that for the first one.
For the third sequence S3,k, we have that the set of complete trace sequences is
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : Pk+1(e) −→ Pk(e) ∀e ∈ E(K), }
and the S1(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
2d
3,k in Lemma 5.1. We also have the space
δHg2 := δH
2,I
k+1 satisfy all the four properties of δH
g
2 in Theorem 2.11, in particular,
we have
dim δHg2 = 4(k + 1) + (k − 1)
2 −
(
(k + 1)2 + 2
)
= 2.
Hence, S3,k is a commuting exact sequence.
For the last sequence S4,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : Pk+1(e) −→ Pk(e) ∀e ∈ E(K), }
and the S1(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
2d
4,k in Lemma 5.1. We also have the space
δHg2 := {0} satisfy all the four properties of δH
g
2 in Theorem 2.11, since
dim δHg2 = 4(k + 1) + k
2 − (k + 2)2 = 0.
Hence, S4,k is also a commuting exact sequence. This completes the proof of Theorem
3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Proof. Let us fit the sequences Spoly1,k and S
poly
2,k into the
framework of Theorem 2.11.
For the first sequence Spoly1,k , we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S1(∂K) := {S1(e) : Pk+2(e) −→ Pk+1(e) ∀e ∈ E(K), }
and the S1(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
2d
1,k in Lemma 5.1. The proof of the space
δHg2 := δH
2,II
k+2 satisfying all the four properties of δH
g
2 in Theorem 2.11 is not trival.
It is given in the proof of [12, Theorem 2.6].
The proof for the second sequence is identical to that for the first one. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
5.3. The three-dimensional case. As we did for the two-dimensional case, we
first present the following result on exact sequences on the whole space R3. We give
its proof in Appendix B.
Lemma 5.2. The following six sequences on R3 are exact for k ≥ 0. The first two
sequences are the famous polynomial de Rham sequences that contain polynomials of
certain degree:
S3d1,k : Pk+3
∇
−→ Pk+2
∇×
−→ Pk+1
∇·
−→ Pk,
S3d2,k : Pk+1
∇
−→ Pk ⊕ x× P˜k
∇×
−→ Pk ⊕ xP˜k
∇·
−→ Pk,
The next two sequences have spaces containing tensor product polynomials of cer-
tain degree.
S3d3,k : Qk
∇
−→ Qk
∇×
−→ Qk
∇·
−→ Qk,
⊕

xk+1,
yk+1,
zk+1
 ⊕x×

ykzk∇x,
zkxk∇ y,
xkyk∇ z
 ⊕x {xkykzk}
S3d4,k : Qk+1
∇
−→
 Pk,k+1,k+1Pk+1,k,k+1
Pk+1,k+1,k
 ∇×−→
 Pk+1,k,kPk,k+1,k
Pk,k,k+1
 ∇·−→ Qk.
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The last two sequences contain polynomials of certain degree in the (x, y)−plane,
and have some spaces with tensor product structure in the (x, z)− and (y, z)−plane.
S3d5,k : Pk|k
∇
−→ Pk|k
∇×
−→ Pk|k
∇·
−→ Pk|k,
⊕P˜k+1(x, y)⊕ {z
k+1} ⊕

(
y
−x
)
P˜k(x, y)
P˜k+1(x, y) z
k
 ⊕
 00
P˜k(x, y) z
k+1

S3d6,k : Pk+1|k+1
∇
−→
(
Nk(x, y)⊗ Pk+1(z)
Pk+1|k
)
∇×
−→
(
RT k(x, y)⊗ Pk(z)
Pk|k+1
)
∇·
−→ Pk|k.
The third sequence S3d3,k and the fifth sequence S
3d
5,k are new to the best of the
authors’ knowledge; the other four are well-known. Note that all these six sequences,
except the fifth, have good “symmetry” in the sense that they are invariant under
any coordinate permutation. The fifth sequence is only invariant under the coordinate
permutation (x, y, z) −→ (y, x, z).
To further simplify the notation, we use the so-called M -index introduced in [14]
and used in [13] to obtain various finite element spaces admitting M -decompositions
in three dimensions. The definition of an M -index is given as follows.
Definition 5.3 (The M -index). The M -index of the space V (K) ×W (K) ⊂
H(div,K)×H1(K) is the number
IM (V ×W ) := dimM(∂K)− dim trV {v ∈ V (K) : ∇· v = 0}
− dim trH{w ∈ W (K) : ∇w = 0},
where
M(∂K) = {µ ∈ L2(∂K) : µ|f ∈M(f) ∀f ∈ F(K)}
is a finite element space defined on the boundary ∂K of a polyhedron K.
Using the definition of an M -index, we have the number in the right hand side of
property (iv) of δEg3 (K) in Theorem 2.13 is nothing but IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) with the trace
space
M(∂K) := {µ ∈ L2(∂K) : µ|f ∈W2(f) ∀f ∈ F(K)}. (5.1)
That is,
IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) =
∑
f∈F(K)
W2(f) + dim
◦
W g3 (K) (5.2)
+ dim
{
v ∈
◦
V g3 (K) : ∇· v = 0
}
− dimV g3 (K).
To see this, we have∑
f∈F(K)
W2(f) + dim
◦
W g3 (K) + dim
{
v ∈
◦
V g3 (K) : ∇· v = 0
}
− dimV g3 (K)
= dimM(∂K) + dimW g3 (K)− 1 + dim {v ∈ V
g
3 (K) : ∇· v = 0}
− dim trV {v ∈ V
g
3 (K) : ∇· v = 0} − dimV
g
3 (K)
= dimM(∂K) + dimW g3 (K)− 1− dim trV {v ∈ V
g
3 (K) : ∇· v = 0}
− dim∇·V g3 (K)
= dimM(∂K)− dim trH {w ∈W
g
3 (K) : ∇w = 0}
− dim trV {v ∈ V
g
3 (K) : ∇· v = 0}
= IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ).
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From now on, the trace space M(∂K) will always be of the form (5.1) where the
spaces W2(f) on each face vary in different locations.
Since the computation of the M -index for various polynomial spaces on the four
reference polyhedra was given in [13], we can directly use those results to verify
property (iv) of δEg3 (K).
Now, we are ready to prove the three-dimensional results of Theorem 3.5 to
Theorem 3.8 by applying the general result of Theorem 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k and S2,k into the
framework of Theorem 2.13. Here the element
K = {(x, y, z) : 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1, x+ y + z < 1}
is the reference tetrahedron with four square faces, six edges, and four vertices.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) := {S1,k+1(f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)},
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
1,k in Lemma 5.2. We also have
dim δHg3 = 4 + 6(k + 2) + 4 (k + 1)(k + 2)/2 + k(k + 1)(k + 2)/6
− (k + 4)(k + 5)(k + 6)/6
= 0
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 )
= 0,
hence δHg3 = {0}, and δE
g
3 = {0}. So, S1,k is a commuting exact sequence. Similarly,
we conclude that S2,k is also a commuting exact sequence. This completes the proof
of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k, S2,k, S3,k, and S4,k
into the framework of Theorem 2.13. Here the element
K = {(x, y, z) : 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1}
is the reference cube with six square faces, twelve edges, and eight vertices.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) := {S1,k+1(f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)},
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
1,k in Lemma 5.2. It is then easy to
verify that δHg3 := δH
3,I
k+3 satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := δE
3,I
k+2
satisfies all the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13. In particular, we have
dim δHg3 = 8 + 12(k + 2) + 6 k(k + 1)/2 + (k − 2)(k − 1)k/6
− (k + 4)(k + 5)(k + 6)/6
= 3(k + 4),
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = 3(k + 2),
where the last equality is due to [13, Theorem 2.12].
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For the sake of completeness, here we we present a proof of property (iii) for
δEg3 (K), which is a bit more difficult to verify that the other properties. Given a
function p ∈ P˜k+1(y, z), we have
∇× (x p (y∇ z − z∇ y)) = (k + 3)p x∇x− p y∇ y − p z∇ z.
This means that the function ∇× (x p (y∇ z − z∇ y)) ∈ ∇× δE
g
3 (K) has normal trace
equal to zero on the three faces x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0 of the unit cube K, and has
normal trace equals to (k + 3)p ∈ P˜k+1(y, z) on the face x = 1. Similar results hold
for
∇× (y q (z∇x− x∇ z)) = −q x∇ x+ (k + 3)q y∇ y − q z∇ z,
∇× (z r (x∇ y − y∇x)) = −r x∇x− r y∇ y + (k + 3)r z∇ z,
with q ∈ P˜k+1(z, x), and r ∈ P˜k+1(x, y). Using this fact, we have any function in
∇× δEg3 (K) has a normal trace equal to zero on one face and be a polynomial of
degree k + 1 on its opposite (parallel) face for at least one pair of parallel faces. On
the other hand, if a function in V g3 (K) = Pk+1 has normal trace equal to zero on one
face, the normal trace on its opposite face must be a polynomial of degree no greater
than k. Hence, trV ∇× δE
g
3 (K) ∩ trV V
g
3 (K) = {0}. This implies property (iii) of
δEg3 (K).
So, S1,k is a commuting exact sequence.
The proof for the second sequence S2,k is identical to that for the first one.
For the third sequence S3,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) := {S3,k(f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)},
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
3,k in Lemma 5.2. It is then trivial to
verify that δHg3 := δH
3,II
k+1 satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := δE
3,II
k+1
satisfies all the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13. In particular, we have, for
k ≥ 1,
dim δHg3 = 8 + 12k + 6(k − 1)
2 + (k − 1)3 −
(
(k + 1)3 + 3
)
= 9,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = 6,
where the last equality is due to [13, Theorem 2.11]. So, S3,k is a commuting exact
sequence.
For the last sequence S4,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) := {S4,k(f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)},
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
4,k in Lemma 5.2. We also have the
space δHg3 := {0} satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := {0} satisfies all
the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13 since
dim δHg3 = 8 + 12k + 6k
2 + k3 − (k + 2)3
= 0,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = 0.
So, S4,k is a commuting exact sequence. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.6.
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Proof of Theorem 3.7. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k, S2,k, S3,k, and S4,k
into the framework of Theorem 2.13. Here the element
K = {(x, y, z) : 0 < x, 0 < y, 0 < z < 1, x+ y < 1}
is the reference prism with five faces (two triangular faces and three square faces),
nine edges, and six vertices.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) :=
{
S2(f) :
S2(f) = S1,k+1(f) if f is a triangle,
S2(f) = S1,k+1(f) if f is a square
}
,
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
1,k in Lemma 5.2. It is then trivial to
verify that δHg3 := δH
3,III
k+3 satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := δE
3,III
k+2
satisfies all the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13. In particular, we have
dim δHg3 = 6 + 9(k + 2) + (k + 1)(k + 2) + 3 k(k + 1)/2
+ (k − 1)k(k + 1)/6− (k + 4)(k + 5)(k + 6)/6
= k + 6,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = k + 3,
where the last equality is due to [13, Theorem 2.8]. So, S1,k is a commuting exact
sequence.
The proof for the second sequence S2,k is identical to that for the first one.
For the third sequence S3,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) :=
{
S2(f) :
S2(f) = S2,k(f) if f is a triangle,
S2(f) = S˜3,k(f) if f is a square
}
,
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
5,k in Lemma 5.2. It is then trivial to
verify that δHg3 := δH
3,III
k+1 satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := δE
3,III
k+1
satisfies all the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13. In particular, we have, for
k ≥ 1,
dim δHg3 = 6 + 9k + (k − 1)k + 3(k − 1)
2 + (k − 2)(k − 1)2/2
−
(
(k + 1)2(k + 2)/2 + k + 3
)
= k + 4,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = k + 2,
where the last equality is due to [13, Theorem 2.7]. So, S3,k is a commuting exact
sequence.
For the last sequence S4,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) :=
{
S2(f) :
S2(f) = S2,k(f) if f is a triangle,
S2(f) = S4,k(f) if f is a square
}
,
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
6,k in Lemma 5.2. We also have the
space δHg3 := {0} satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := {0} satisfies all
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the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13 since
dim δHg3 = 6 + 9k + (k − 1)k + 3 k
2 + (k − 1)k2/2
− (k + 2)2(k + 3)/2
= 0,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = 0.
So, S4,k is a commuting exact sequence. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.7.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Proof. Let us fit the sequences S1,k, S2,k, S3,k, and S4,k
into the framework of Theorem 2.13. Here the element
K = {(x, y, z) : 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, 0 < z < 1, x+ z < 1, y + z < 1}
is the reference prism with five faces (four triangular faces and one square face), eight
edges, and five vertices.
For the first sequence S1,k, we have the set of complete trace sequences is
S2(∂K) :=
{
S2(f) :
S2(f) = S1,k+1(f) if f is a triangle,
S2(f) = S1,k+1(f) if f is a square
}
,
and the given S2(∂K)-admissible sequence is S
3d
1,k in Lemma 5.2. It is then trivial to
verify that δHg3 := δH
3,IV
k+3 satisfies all the four properties of δH
g
3 , and δE
g
3 := δE
3,IV
k+2
satisfies all the four properties of δEg3 in Theorem 2.13. In particular, we have
dim δHg3 = 5 + 8(k + 2) + 2(k + 1)(k + 2) + k(k + 1)/2
+ (k − 1)k(k + 1)/6− (k + 4)(k + 5)(k + 6)/6
= 2 k + 5,
dim δEg3 = IM (V
g
3 ×W
g
3 ) = 3,
where the last equality is due to [13, Theorem 2.6]. So, S1,k is a commuting exact
sequence.
The proofs for the other three sequences are similar to that for the first one, and
hence are omitted. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.8.
6. Conclusion. We presented a systematic construction of commuting exact
sequences on polygonal/polyhedral elements. The systematic construction is applied
to the reference triangle, reference square, and general polygon in two dimensions, and
the reference tetrahedron, reference cube, reference prism, and reference pyramid in
three dimensions to obtain concrete commuting exact sequences. We obtain mapped
commuting exact sequences on a two-dimensional hybrid mesh consists of triangles
and parallelograms, and non-mapped commuting exact sequences on a general two-
dimensional polygonal mesh. We also obtain mapped commuting exact sequences on
a three-dimensional hybrid mesh with elements obtained via affine mapping from one
of the four reference polyhedra. The actual implementation of shape functions for our
four family of commuting exact sequences on hybrid polyhedral meshes constitutes
the subject of ongoing work.
As already pointed out in [13], finding stable pairs of finite element spaces defining
mixed methods for the diffusion problem on general polyhedral elements is a very
complicated task, mainly due to the need of characterizing the solenoidal bubble space
{v ∈
◦
V g3 (K) : ∇· v = 0},
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that is, the subspace of V g3 containing divergence-free functions with zero normal
trace on the boundary. Finding exact sequences with a commuting diagram prop-
erty shares exactly the same difficulty. However, Theorem 2.13 does shed light on
a promising approach to carry out the construction. In particular, we can take the
given exact sequence to be S3d1,k, which is a S2(∂K)-admissible exact sequence for the
set of commuting trace sequences
S2(∂K) := {S
poly
1,k (f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)},
or to be S3d2,k, which is a S2(∂K)-admissible exact sequence for the set of commuting
trace sequences
S2(∂K) := {S
poly
2,k (f) : ∀f ∈ F(K)}.
Then, the only task left is to find the spaces δHg3 (K) and δE
g
3 (K) that satisfy the
properties described in Theorem 2.13. The actual construction of commuting exact
sequences on a general polyhedron is currently under way.
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Appendix A: the harmonic interpolators. Here we use our notation to
rewrite the harmonic interpolators (in one-, two- and three-space dimensions) intro-
duced in [10]. To simplify the notation, we let the domain of these interpolations be
space of smooth fields. However, we only need these spaces to be regular enough such
that the related differential and traces operators used in the harmonic interpolators
make sense; see [11, Section 2.3] for the related spaces with minimal regularity.
One-dimensional harmonic interpolators. Let K ∈ R be a segment. We
denote Π1H and Π
1
W being the harmonic interpolators related to H
1- and L2-fields.
We denote
H1(K) −→W1(K)
as the related compatible exact sequence.
The harmonic interpolators Π1H × Π
1
W : C
∞(K¯) × C∞(K¯) → H1(K) ×W1(K)
are the following ones satisfying
Π1Hu(v) = u(v) ∀v ∈ V(K),
(∇Π
1
Hu, v)K = (∇ u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H1(K)
and
(Π1Wu, v)K = (u, v)K ∀v ∈
◦
W1(K)⊕ P0(K).
Two-dimensional harmonic interpolators. Let K ∈ R2 be a segment. We
denote Π2H , Π
2
E and Π
2
W being the harmonic interpolators related to H
1-, H(curl)-,
and L2-fields. We denote
H2(K) −→ E2(K) −→W2(K)
as the related compatible exact sequence.
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The harmonic interpolators Π2H × Π
2
E × Π
2
W : C
∞(K¯) × C∞(K¯) × C∞(K¯) →
H2(K)× E2(K)×W2(K) are the following ones satisfying
Π2Hu(v) = u(v) ∀v ∈ V(K),(
∇ tr
e
H(Π
2
Hu), v
)
e
= (∇ tr
e
H(u), v)e ∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H1(e), ∀e ∈ E(K),
(∇Π
2
Hu, v)K = (∇u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H2(K),
and (
treE(Π
2
Eu), v
)
e
= (treE(u), v)e ∀v ∈
◦
W1(e)⊕ P0(e), ∀e ∈ E(K),
(∇×Π2Eu, v)K = (∇× u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇×
◦
E2(K),
(Π2Eu, v)K = (u, v)K ∀v ∈ {v ∈
◦
E2(K) : ∇× v = 0},
and
(Π2Wu, v)K = (u, v)K ∀v ∈
◦
W2(K)⊕ P0(K).
Three-dimensional harmonic interpolators. Let K ∈ R3 be a polyhedron.
We denote Π3H , Π
3
E , Π
3
V and Π
3
W being the harmonic interpolators related to H
1-,
H(curl)-, H(div)- and L2-fields. We denote
H3(K) −→ E3(K) −→ V3(K) −→W3(K)
as the related compatible exact sequence.
The harmonic interpolators Π3H×Π
3
E×Π
3
V ×Π
3
W : C
∞(K¯)×C∞(K¯)×C∞(K¯)×
C∞(K¯)→ H3(K)× E3(K)× V3(K)×W3(K) are the following ones satisfying
Π3Hu(v) = u(v) ∀v ∈ V(K),(
∇ tr
e
H(Π
3
Hu), v
)
e
= (∇ tr
e
H(u), v)e ∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H1(e), ∀e ∈ E(K),(
∇ tr
f
H(Π
3
Hu), v
)
f
=
(
∇ tr
f
H(u), v
)
f
∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H2(f), ∀f ∈ F(K),(
∇Π
3
Hu, v
)
K
= (∇u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇
◦
H3(K),
and (
treE(Π
3
Eu), v
)
e
= (treE(u), v)e ∀v ∈
◦
W1(e)⊕ P0(K), ∀e ∈ E(K),(
∇× trfE(Π
3
Eu), v
)
f
=
(
∇× trfE(u), v
)
f
∀v ∈ ∇×
◦
E2(f), ∀f ∈ F(K),(
trfE(Π
3
Eu), v
)
f
=
(
trfE(u), v
)
f
∀v ∈ {v ∈
◦
E2(f) : ∇× v = 0}, ∀f ∈ F(K),(
∇×Π3Eu, v
)
K
= (∇× u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇×
◦
E3(K),(
Π3Eu, v
)
K
= (u, v)K ∀v ∈ {v ∈
◦
E3(K) : ∇× v = 0},
and (
trfV (Π
3
V u), v
)
f
=
(
trfV (u), v
)
f
∀v ∈
◦
W2(f) ⊕ P0(f), ∀f ∈ F(K),(
∇·Π3V u, v
)
K
= (∇·u, v)K ∀v ∈ ∇·
◦
V3(K),(
Π3V u, v
)
K
= (u, v)K ∀v ∈ {v ∈
◦
V3(K) : ∇· v = 0},
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and
(Π3Wu, v)K = (u, v)K ∀v ∈
◦
W3(K)⊕ P0(K).
Appendix B: proofs of sequence exactness.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Proof. We only provide a sketch of the proof since it is
very simple. The exactness of these four sequences can be proven using exactly the
same argument by showing that the differential operators map the previous function
space into the next one, the curl operator is surjective, and the following dimension
count holds
dimH2(K)− dimE2(K) + dimW2(K) = 1,
where H2(K), E2(K), W2(K) are the related spaces for the sequence. This completes
the sketch of the proof.
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Proof. The exactness of the first two sequences, S2d1,k and
S2d2,k, is well-known; see [3] for an elegant proof in arbitrary space dimensions which
includes the three-dimensional result as a special case, and uses the Koszul complex
and the homotopy formula.
Next, we prove that the last two sequences, S2d5,k and S
2d
6,k, are exact. We omit the
proofs for the third and fourth sequences since they are similar to those we are going
to present now.
We prove the exactness by showing that the following three identities hold
R = Ker∇H3, (6.1a)
∇H3 = Ker∇×E3, (6.1b)
∇·V3 =W3, (6.1c)
and that the following dimension count identity holds
dimH3 − dimE3 + dimV3 − dimW3 = 1. (6.1d)
The other equality, namely, ∇×E3 = Ker∇·V3, is a direct consequence of the above
results. To see this, we have
dim∇×E3 = dimE3 − dimKer∇×E3
= dimE3 − dim∇H3 by (6.1b)
= dimE3 − dimH3 + 1 by (6.1a)
= dimV3 − dimW3 by (6.1d)
= dimV3 − dim∇·V3 by (6.1c)
= dimKer∇·V3.
We start with the verification for the sequence S2d6,k. The first equality (6.1a) is
trivially satisfied. We also have
∇·
 00
Pk(x, y)⊕ Pk+1(z)
 = Pk(x, y)⊕ Pk(z),
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which implies the third equality (6.1c). The dimension equality (6.1d) is also easy to
verify by the fact that
dimH3 = dimPk+1|k+1
= (k + 2)2(k + 3)/2
dimE3 = dimNk(x, y) · dimPk+1(z) + dimPk+1|k
= 3(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)/2
dimV3 = dimRT k(x, y) · dimPk(z) + dimPk|k+1
= (k + 1)2(k + 3) + (k + 1)(k + 2)2/2
dimW3 = dimPk|k
= (k + 1)2(k + 2)/2.
Now, we are left to prove the identity (6.1b). Since ∇H3 ⊂ Ker∇×E3, we just need
to show that Ker∇×E3 ⊂ ∇H3. To this end, let p be a function in Ker∇×E3. Since
E3 ⊂ P2k+2, we have p = ∇ q for a scalar polynomial function q ∈ P2k+3. We have(
∂xp
∂yp
)
∈ Nk(x, y)⊗ Pk+1(z), and ∂zp ∈ Pk+1(x, y)⊗ Pk(z)
Now, we write q in terms of a polynomial in z with its coefficients being polynomials
in x and y:
q =
2k+3∑
α=0
fα(x, y)z
α.
We have
∂zq =
2k+3∑
α=1
αfα(x, y)z
α−1 ∈ Pk+1(x, y)⊗ Pk(z).
This implies that fα(x, y) ∈ Pk+1(x, y) for 1 ≤ α ≤ k + 1, and fα(x, y) = 0 for
α ≥ k + 2. Hence,
q = f0(x, y) +
k+1∑
α=1
fα(x, y)z
α.
Since fα(x, y) ∈ Pk+1(x, y) for 1 ≤ α ≤ k + 1 and H3 := Pk+1(x, y) ⊗ Pk+1(z), we
have
k+1∑
α=1
fα(x, y)z
α ∈ H3.
Then, we have (
∂xf0(x, y)
∂yf0(x, y)
)
∈Nk(x, y),
which implies f0(x, y) ∈ Pk+1(x, y), hence q ∈ H3. This completes the proof of the
equality (6.1b). Hence the sequence S2d6,k is exact.
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Now, we prove equalities (6.1) for the sequence S2d5,k. The first equality (6.1a) is
trivially satisfied. The third equality is due to the fact that
∇·
 Pk(x, y)⊕ Pk(z)0
P˜k(x, y)⊕ Pk+1(z)
 = Pk(x, y)⊕ Pk(z).
The dimension equality (6.1d) is also easy to verify by the fact that
dimH3 = k + 3 + dimPk|k
dimE3 = 2k + 3 + dimPk|k
dimV3 = k + 1 + dimPk|k
dimW3 = dimPk|k.
Now, we are left to prove the identity (6.1b). Again, we prove that Ker∇×E3 ⊂ ∇H3.
Since the spaces in S2d5,k is included in the related spaces in S
2d
6,k, which is an exact
sequence, we have any function p ∈ Ker∇×E3 is a gradient of a function q ∈ Pk+1|k+1.
We have (
∂xp
∂yp
)
∈
(
Pk|k
Pk|k
)
⊕
(
y
−x
)
P˜k(x, y), and ∂zp ∈ Pk|k ⊕ P˜k+1z
k.
Now, we show that the function q is actually a function in the space
H3 = Pk|k ⊕ P˜k+1(x, y)⊕ {z
k+1}.
Again, we express q as a polynomial of the variable z with coefficients polynomials
of x and y:
q =
k+1∑
α=0
fα(x, y)z
α,
where fα(x, y) ∈ Pk+1(x, y). Using the fact that ∂zq ∈ Pk|k⊕ P˜k+1z
k, we immediately
get fα(x, y) ∈ Pk(x, y) for 1 ≤ α ≤ k. Moreover, since ∂xq ∈ Pk|k ⊕ yP˜k(x, y), we
have ∂xfk+1(x, y) = 0. Similarly, ∂yfk+1(x, y) = 0. This implies that fk+1(x, y) is a
constant. Hence, q ∈ H3 as desired. This completes the proof that S
2d
5,k is an exact
sequence and completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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